Assembly Instructions for Twin Top
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THIS DIMENSION IS CRITICAL

2 - Knock Down Frames Consisting of:
2 - Right Side Bow Assemblies

(not actual size)

8 - Center Bow Pieces

1 - Center
Extension
Piece

1 - Front Top & Boot
2 - Left Side Bow Assemblies
1 - Rear Top & Boot

2 - Mounting Hardware Kits Consisting of:
Parts Shown 50% Scale
16 - 6” Joiner Pieces

Parts Shown Actual Size
64 - Tech Screws
3 - 1” Grey Caps

4 - Butt Connectors

1 - Grommet

1 - Wire Harness (For Rear Frame Only)
4 - Strap Eyes

16 - 1-3/4” Phillips Pan Bolts

8 - Deck Mounts

8 - 1-3/4” Phillips Oval Bolts

24 - Lock
Nuts

Assembly Instructions for Rear Canopy
Note: Rear canopy fabric has light hole in rear and zipper across front.

IMPORTANT: It is crucial to carefully follow these instructions in order!
1 Stretch the fabric out flat on a
clean dry surface upside down and
find the rear by locating the pre-cut
hole for the stern light.
SEE FIG. 1

2 Locate the rear center bow
piece (It has the pre-drilled hole in
the center for the stern light wire.)
and insert it into the rear sleeve of
the canopy. SEE FIG. 2
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4 Locate the 6” joiner pieces. Attach 4 joiners into the bows on what
will be the wired side of the frame
only for now. Attach the joiner
pieces to the center bow pieces
with the tech screws provided. (2
screws per side) Note: joiner piece
extends approx. 3” into each piece.
SEE FIG. 4
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5 Slide one end of the wire harness through the white plastic grommet (FIG. 5),
then insert the same end into the pre-drilled hole in the center bow piece
(FIG. 6). Feed the wire completely through until it comes out the opposite end
(FIG. 7). Push grommet into hole (FIG. 8).
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3 Insert the other 3 center bow
pieces into the remaining 3 sleeves
of the canopy.
SEE FIG. 3
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6 Slide the wire into the top (open
end of the radius) of the bow with
the pre-drilled hole in its base. Feed
the wire through the entire length of
the bow until it exits the base.
SEE FIG. 9

7 Spread the wired side of the frame
apart and line up its bows with their
center pieces in place in the canopy
sleeves. (Strut to the rear, straps to
the front.) Secure the bows and center pieces with tech screws.
SEE FIG. 14 BELOW

10 For mounting locations on your
boat, refer to front page of this instruction sheet. When installing the deck
mounts, mark the position for the 2
holes on the top rail, and drill completely through the rail. SEE FIG. 10
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8 Attach the last 4 joiner pieces in
the bows opposite the wired side of
the frame and repeat STEP #8 until
frame is completely assembled with
canopy attached.
SEE FIG. 14 BELOW
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9 Repeat STEPS #1, 3 & 4 for front
frame assembly. Note: Front canopy
fabric has the zipper across rear.

FIG. 10

NOTE: (2 people suggested for
Step #11)
11 Place the assembled canopy
and frame into main deck mounts
and line up the pre-drilled holes in
both the frame and deck mounts.
Insert the pull pins provided. SEE
FIG. 11. Do this for main mounts
only. Let rear struts dangle free.
Rear bow

12 Locate the attached front straps and stretch them forward along the top
rails to position the strap eyes. Mark the holes and attach with ovalhead bolts.
Do not locate them in front of the gate or obstruct the gateway. Snap the snap
hooks to the strap eyes. SEE FIG. 12-13
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FIG. 14 - “FRAME ASSEMBLY”
13 Find center extension piece and
zip to front and rear canopy.

14 Due to the different rail configurations, it may be necessary to shorten
rear struts. To do so, detach at top,
cut off with hacksaw to desired
length, drill hole and reattach. Level
the top by loosening the front straps.
Your assembly is now complete.
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